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About This Game

Quell Zen - the very embodiment of relaxing logic games - features over 200 beautifully crafted challenges.

This serene puzzler has you guiding raindrops through a series of colorful mazes. Enhanced by atmospheric orchestral music,
the game's subtle, sophisticated mechanics evolve as you navigate its many levels, delivering an absorbing experience that's

familiar but always fresh.

Set against a narrative of a Japanese family divided, Quell Zen will take you on an unforgettable journey. Step inside this
beautiful world today.
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a simple concept well done. a jazz drum soundtrack and an off the wall art style, fun to play and full of soul. I'm not one who
writes reviews, but I just want to say this game is wonderful. My daughter and I love it.. Simple and yet enjoyable.
very happy with the price and can see me playing this alot more.. An underatted game I feel - this games has loads of features
that are good fun to play around with. Deefinitely get it if your rig can run it and especially when on sale. Trapped Dead:
Lockdown is mediocre game but still good to try.

Pros:

- Good Story
- alot characters to choise ( 5 ) each one have their final +\/- same
- good atmosphere about zombies
- variable waepons to choise and skills
- The dialogues with some Npcs are funny ( they used bad language +best )

Cons:

- Need good Optimization
- a Little Buggy sometimes when clicking with the mouse.

I only recommend this game if you have a big discount.
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Another great game from Ageod, and there is no better set of games if you want to feel the strategic and operational challenges
of a military campaign in the age of musket. I do hope the engine gets updated in my lifetime (e.g. screen gets 'laggy' if you
zoom out and my PC is pretty decent) but this is not something that breaks the game for me. Thumbs up!!. Ok, this game
is....juvenile. But I'm not even ashamed to admit that I had a great time playing through it. It is very well done. The controls are
easy and the cutscenes are hilarious. There is also the added bonus of a really cute song at the end. The normal price of $0.99 is
totally worth it. I picked this up during the summer sale and it was easily the best $0.64 I've ever spent. In fact, I think I'm going
to be buying a few extra copies this week so I can give them to friends. I really hope this game will get a sequel.
. BLARP! may very well be my favorite VR game to date. It's a simple skill-based physics game, and it's got really excellent
sound and graphics. I play it for a few minutes almost every time I put on my Vive headset.

There are few things that would improve the experience, and at the risk of nitpicking, I will list the ones I wish for here:
- An indication of the last game's score. (Right now, I believe that the only thing shown is a single "highest score".
- A public leaderboard of some kind. (I've no doubt that my meager high score of 27 will not fare well against the masses, but
even better would just be listing friend scores.)
- Perhaps a second audio track. I LOVE the existing one, and the way it intensifies over time, but it can get a bit repetitive.

These are certainly not required changes for enjoyment of the game. A lot of people have mentioned the price, and how it
compares to other games. I appreciate that it's an easy game to recommend given it's only a few bucks, but I'd much rather give
the developer another $10 and maybe get a few more game modes or something. (More content of this quality, please!!!).
Having this be dlc is the true dishonor.. Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a boring, bland top-down shooter with absolutely
nothing going for it.. I've followed Zack on twitter for as long as he's been showing tidbits of information and development
updates of this game, and I'm beyond satisfied with the finished product.

Pros:
- Doesn't take too long to complete
- High skill ceiling
- Lovely music
- Great feeling when you complete a level in one fluid string of motions

Cons:
- Personally, I wish there was a way to stand still and kick the ball, as opposed to moving all the time
- The bumps in difficulty feel kinda rough (World 2 of the 5 I've played managed to give me the most trouble)
- Can't back out to level select if you want to stop playing a level, you must go to the main menu

Overall, I look forward to much more time spent in this lovely little craft and would hope you decide to support the wonderful
developers behind it as well. Cheers!. 25 low piece count puzzles (60-350 pieces) based on the pictures used in one of the
previous Pixel Puzzles games. It doesn't take long to finish, but it's free for those who already own that earlier game.. *Note: I
didn't have internet during the time I played the game so time on record is way off.

This is a fantastic shmup experience right here. Wonderful bullet spreads with gameplay that basically changes the better you
are. As you do better, the spreads become harder and move faster, enemies power up, and YOU become stronger. It really gives
a good sense of synergy for the player and just makes thing flow until you get crushed by a wall of bullets.

Speed, main attack, special attack, and bomb all differ from ship to ship offering unique playtroughs with each one. You're even
given options to change certain color aesthetics of the game to you liking with more options unlocking the more you play. The
game can also be customized a bit (manipulating the ranking, etc.) before jumping into the action.

The music, sound, and aesthetics of the game offer some kind of retro\/cyber punkish kind of feel to it. The tracks in the game
are great, sound effects are pleasing and never get old, and the game is colorfull and full of fantastic designs.

This is definitely a title that deserves to be held up above the droves of other shmups that are rushing into the market. Fans of
the genre shouldn't think twice about adding this to their library of games. Even at full price this game is less than a premium
fast food meal and tastes even better.. I've been having problems with this game such as an application load error. I have tried
many things to try to make the game work again but nothing has helped. Other then that I love this game and do reccomend it..
This Game is one of my Best SP .Really fun Great Graphics ,RC vehicules are Really Awesome .It's a Well thinked Game on
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